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COMPARATIVE STIJDY OF FLARE r~NTROL LAWS 
By 
Arlin A. Nadkarni*· 
INTRODUCTION 
This report presents the develop~ent of 4 digital, 3-n, automatic 
cont:rol law designed to achieve an optimal transitbn of a B-737 aircraft 
betw,ecn glide slope conditions and the desired final louchdown condition. 
The ,digital control law developed here is a time-invariant, state-estimate 
feedback law, and the deaign is capable of using the M\crowave Landing 
System (MLS) under development by the Federal Aviation Agency (FAA). The 
study of a curved flight path leading to a steep final approach and touch-
down under low visibility conditions is part of the Terminal Configured 
Vehicle (TCV) program, sponsored by NASA/Lan~ley Research Center (LaRC). 
The goals of this program include the reduction of aircraft noise in 
cOIlmlunit iu sun:ound ings airports. the reduct ion of fuel consumpt ion. the 
reduction of the effects of adverse weather conditions on aircraft opera-
tions, and the efficient use of airspace in congested terminal areas. A 
spe(:ific objective which supports these goals is the development of the 
capllbi Hty to perform automat ic flares from steep glide slopes to precise 
touc:hdown loc at ions. 
The major reason for the ~se of steep glide slopes is the resultant 
noilse reduct ion in comparison with the current ly used 2. S8 to 3- ~lide 
slopes with the Instrument Landing System (ILS). The steeper glide slope 
reduces the noise levels perceived on an ident ical segment of the ground 
for two reasons: first, at equal distances from the touchdown point, the 
aircraft flying a steeper, say a six-degree glide slope, is at about twice 
the alt itude compared to that flying a three-degt'ee glide slope. Th is 
difference in altitude causes a considerable reduction in the noise 
level perceived on the ground even if the two sources generate ident lcal 
*V1siting Assistant Professor, Department of ~chdnical Engineering and 
Mechanics, Old Dominion University, Norfolk, Virginia 23508. 
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oClI1se. levels. Second, lOn aircr.:J.ft flying a steeper glide slope requires a 
I 
lclwer i thrust setti'ng, a~d this causes further reduction in the noise level 
pE!rce~ved on the ground. The reduction in thrust setting has the added 
advantages of reducing the fuel consumption during the final phase of the 
fUght path. Theabil1ty to fly varying glide slopes may also provide an 
, 
effective 
I 
method to avoid encountering vortices generated by large r 
, 
alrcraft. 
I 
This versatility may result 1n a more efficient use of the 
alrspace. 
J 
This is not without its attendent disadvantages. The use of 6teep~r 
I 
glide: slopes for noise reduction requires that the aircraft be flown in II 
; 
hlgh-~r.1g, low-~er-sett1ng configuration. In addition to this sitl.ation. 
the h1igher sink rates associated with these paths allow pilots considerably 
\ 
less reaction tim~ to recognize an emergency and to take appropriate 
J 
corrective actions in the event of atmospheric disturbances (e. g., gusts, 
i \ 
wind 'shears, etc.), systeol or sensor' failures, etc. 
i i 
there is also a need for reducing touchdown dispersions in the 
pres~nce of varying flight: c:onditions encountered during the flare portion 
I 
of the landing. lbe reduction in the touchdown dispersions greatly 
I 
facilitates high-speed rOU(lUt, which significantly increases the traffic-
hand~in~ capacity;of the terminal. It is obvious that developing 
c.apability to perform automatic flare maneuvers will accomplish many of 
I 
t:hes~ goals. I I I (In the next fection, "Description of the System Model," the system 
t!quations of motion of the aircraft are presented. These linear equations 
I . 
repr~sent the perfurbed motion of the aircraft from the nominal glide slope 
\ ~) I:raj~ctory. A me~hod of incorporating the spatial, low-level wind shear's 
jlnto i these perturbed equations of motion is indicated. It is shown that 
I i 
the system equations then assume the familiar form of the linear regulator 
I i 
I~robtem, acted upon by a constant disturbance. Under "Derivation of the 
I ' 
Control Law," a ~esign procedure to compute a digital, time-invariant, 
i 
4i>pti1)l81 cont rol l'aw for the discrete regulator problem acted upon by a 
i I 
,constant disturbance is indicated. This is followed by a section 
i, desc~ibing implem'entation of the cont,rol law. Under "Results," performance 
curv~s are prese~ted to show the capability of this digital, state-feedback 
i 
i 
i 
I 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
2 
controller to perform the optimal flare maneuvers in the presence of 
various wind shear conditions indicated. In the final section the 
conclusions derived from the study of the automated flare maneuvero are 
listed along with scope for further work. 
DE~CRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM MODEL 
Introduction 
The development of the mathematical model in this study follows 
<:1osely the development of a shular model desl~ribed in detail 1n 
I~eferences 1 to 6. The complete derivation of the system equations is 
described in these references; however. a brief outline of the derivation 
h given below for the sake of completeness. 
Aircraft Dynamics with Wind Disturbances 
This study is concerned only with the final phase <>f flight. viz the 
flare. Thus. the aircraft is approaching the runway on a certain initial 
glidepath. The aircraft is aligned with the runway, has a zero or at most 
.11 very small yaw angle wHh respect to the runway as well as a zero bank 
(or roll) angle, except in the case of a significant crosswind. n\et"efore, 
all the lateral dynamics are neglected during t~e analysiS and only 
longitudinal dynamics are considered. 
With these assumptions and assuming s111a1l perturbations about the 
nominal path. the nonlinear equations of motion of the aircraft r.an be 
linearized using well-known methods. The complete equations of motion and 
the linearization procedure areoutl1ne<1 in references 5 to 7. These 
nonlinear equations are derived assuming (1) a flat earth. (2) an earth-
fixed frame of reference. (3) a rigid aircraft. and (4) that second-order 
~erms are neglected. These equations of motion are coupled. However. for 
a steady-state flight condition. the equations can be decoup1ed into two 
groups, the longitudinal equat~ons and the lateral equations of motion. As 
already indicated. only longitudinal equations of motion are dealt with in 
this study. 
3 
The decoupled, nonl1nenr longitudinal equations of motion are then 
linearized about the nominal trajectory (1 •• , the steady-state flight of. 
-3°, -6° glide slope, etc.) to obtain the l1.near perturbation equations in 
the state variable form. The equations are expressed in a stability a,xes 
coordinate frame attached to the aircraft at the center of mass (f ig. 1). 
The final linearized, longitudinal equations of motion, including wind 
disturbances, assume the following standard form (refs. 1-4)t 
• x-Ax+Bu+1N 
where 
and 
w • (~ C w qw)T 
z - z 
o 0 cST cSth cSs eSe)T 
o 
(Ia) 
(lb) 
(lc) 
(ld) 
where the states (x's) and the controls (u's) are 
e • perturbation in pitch angle 
u' • perturbation in velocity along Xs (stability) axis 
normalized 
C • perturbation in angle of attack 
q • perturbaLion in the pitch rate 
x - Xo 
- perturbation in the horizontal position of the aircraft Uo (normalized), in inertial frame 
z - z 
o _ perturbation in the vertical position of the aircraft Uo (normalized). in inertial frame 
cST • perturbation in the thrust 
cSth • perturbation in the throttle position 
68 • perturbation in stabiliz<r pOSition 
4 
---.. ---- ----......... ~'I'!t 
6e III perturbation in the elevator position 
6e 
'" 
perturbation in the elevator rate 
61 D perturbation in the stabilizer rate 
6di • perturbation in the throttle rate 
Ssp I • in spoiler position • perturbat10n 
The subocript w indicates the perturbation in the variable due to 
i 
win4 disturbances. Note that, out of the 10 variables in the stat~ vector 
I 
x. the first 4 variables 
i , 
are sufficient to describe the longitudinal 
I . 
perturbt.'<i motion' of the aircraft. The next two variables 
\ ' 
x - x 
, 0 
V1Z lI' 
o 
I Z - Zo 
and;-.."U-';;' 
i 0 
r-:e; defined for designing a 4·-0 control law to minimize the 
j 
deviations from the nomina~. path, if desired. The perturbation in the 
j. • i " , thrust 1S def1ned as a state var1able ln order to model the thrust dynamlcs 
I 
taking the "spool up" time ol the e'lgine into account, at least linearly. 
j 
The, last three variables. the perturbations in the position of the throt-
j 
tle~ the stabilizer, and the elevator, were added as a result of the design 
decision to command the rates of these controls. 
i 
I ; I The positio~ of the spoiler was included as a control variable in case 
, '. 
it is decided to' study the effects of direct lift control in future studies. 
\ 
In ~he preser,t ~rk, however, the spoiler was made inoperat ive during the 
simulation runs.: 
I I 
Wind Model I In order to: complete and simulate the system model given by equation 
0).\ the wind pe~turbation vector w mus&: be specified. The componento 
f l. I I •• o ~h19 vector consist of u w. the normalized wlnd velocity ln the +Xs 
direction; ow' the perturbation in the angle of attack due to the wind; I , 
and j qw' the perturbation in the pitch rate of the airc.raft due to wind. 
i I 
These wind variables may be logically modeled as the sum of a gust compo· 
I i 
nent with zero mean value and a steady component. I The gust co~ponents are modeled using the well-known Dryden spectrum 
(refs. 5-7). This method consists of using spectral factorization methods ; , 
to ~btain a dyn~ical system which generates a random process having the 
I : 
speciified power spectral density when driven by white noise. Because of 
! I 
I 
.--·-----r---··---.. --·----· 
I 
5 
[ 
;.:: 
~. 
\ 
the linearity of the system. the three gust components can be treated 
indi'viduallYi thus. only appropriate components are included in the 
longitudinal equations (eqs. Oa) - (ld»). the detailed derivation of the 
gust components c~n be found in references 3 to 6 and will not be given 
here. 
The Dryden spectra describe the statistical behavior of the wind gust 
velocities in the aircraft body-fixed coordinates, and the gust cOlllponents 
can be expressed in the following form (refs. 3-1): 
• W 
• A W + Btl tl (2) g ww g 
wher'e 
• (a • T W agb qgb ugb ) g gb 
These four gust components constitute the four components (xII to 
x14li of the state vector. The elements of Aww and Btl can be 
obtllined from reference '3. 
The sceady-state components of the wind are simpler to model since 
theJ' do not involve spectral factorization. these components can be 
modded as the output of a first order deterministic plant, corrupted by It 
white noise. This can be done in different '"ays (refs. 3 and 4). 
To permit modeling of spat~al shears, a new method was pr~posed (refs. 
8-10). The model also makes the whole system controllable, /lnd the 
feedback gain matrix can be computed as is done in the usual manner for the 
regulator problems without the need for splitting the matrix Riccati 
equation in two. 
Let the aircraft be coming down on a nominal glide stope in a steady 
flight condition. Also, for simplicity, let the aircraft be flying in ~ 
disturbance-free atmosphere{t • s, s <o}. (It is noted that the method 
can be trivially extended to the situation when the aircraft is flying in a 
constant wind, for It a S. /I <O}.) Now, at t • 0 let the aircraft encounter 
a step wind, with a component U in the +x direction and a co.nponent 
w e 
o 
W in the +z directlon. Alao, let the subsequent wind field be 
Wo e 
..... _._:..-.. --- ,~. -~-~. ",' 
6 
des(:r1bed by a linear shear profile with a 6hear rate of X kn/30.48 m 
(100 ft) in the horizont.ll wind velocity, and Z kn/30.48 m (lOO ft) in the 
verl:ical wind velocity. In the present notation, U > 0 t'epresents a 
w 
o 
tailwind, W > 0 represents a downdraft, X > 0 represents a linear 
w 
o 
increase in tailwind (with de.creasing height), and Z > 0 represents a 
linlear inCLease in downdraft (with decreasing hEight) as seen by an earth-
fixled observer. Then the rate of change of the perturbation wind velocity 
in the horizontal direction (after normalizing with u~ ) is given by (ref. 
o 
10): 
• X u~ - - rmr (cos y ·S + sin y ·u' - cos y oa) o 0 0 (3) 
Similarly, the rate of change of the normalized perturbation wind 
velocity in the vertical direction is given by 
• z w~ ... - TOU' (cos y ·e ... sin y .u' - cos y • a) o 0 0 (4) 
Note that equations (3) and (4) yield the perturbation components of 
thE! wind at the wing. However, due to inertia effects, the flow field over 
. . 
the: wing does not sense these changes until it travels a few chord lengths 
(rE!f. 5). These inertia effects can be modeled by a first-order lag term 
with an appropriate time constant. Thus, the steady· state components of 
thl! perturbation Wind velocity in a shear field can be modeled as 
• 
x 1S - a 1x 1S + b 1x 17 
X 
x 17 • - TOO (cos Yo· 6 + s 1n Yo· u' - cos yo • a) 
• Z 
.11. 18 • -lUU' (cos Yo ·6 + sin Yo • u' - cos Yo • a) (5 ) 
where 
7 
i 
I 
I 
i 
I 
x ! 
15 
I 
I 
I 
I 
u hor~.zontal component of actual pert'lrbation «ind vel.)city 
felt by the wing, u' 
w 
a 
X I • vertical component of actual pertuyba~ion wind v~locity 
1~ felt by the wing, Wi 
I 
j 
xl 
1~7 
I 
I , 
XI 
18 
w 
a 
• horizontal component of perturb .. tion wind velocity at the 
wing, u", and 
w~ 
i 
• vertL~al: component of p~rturbation ~ind velocity at the 
wing, w'; 
I 
1 w: 
I i 
The 4 ~teady-state ,variables can now b~ augmt!nted with the 10 aircraft 
states! (eqs. (ia) .J (ld») and 4 gust components t.o yie1ct the complete state ! !. 
variable model of the aircraft motion in the pre8enc~ of atmosrherlc 
.i ~i8turbance. i 
I 
'!1lc system model ,levelopcd above is COml)letelv controllable in 
additio~ to being tIlore realistic than the previous attempts to model the 
at:mospheric disturbance effects. The optimal, constant feedback gain 
, 
matri~ for this system can now be computed in tne usual way a~ for a 
r,egul4tor problem,; witt. the t,."o n?ll'inal shear <:om!,onents acting as constant 
distufbances on ,-he system. The methorl to compute the gain matrix is 
! 
described in detail under "Ilerivation of the Control Law." 
i I l ~e Basic AU8Tlle"'ted System: Aircraft in c I wind Disturbance Fiel~ \ ith the (\erivation of thc wind model for .. teady win..! velocity 
: ! 
c:omp~;nents now complete, it is possible to augment the wind n.ode~ (eq. 
1 ! 
(S»)with the aircfaft equations of motion in presence of wind disturba~ces 
(eqs.! Oa) - (ld)/ to yield the state equations of the basic ao1!o(Tllcnted 
8yst~m. 
/The final form of the wind model assumes the folle-wing form: 
i I 
I I 
I I 
8 
(6) 
0) 
where ('s are white noi.se processes to account fflr the -unknown distur-
bances and the wind vectors are 
Ws a (u' w' u' w' )T 
w w w w 
a a 
Here the subscripts g and s refer to gust and steady componento, 
respectively. The elements of the matrices Aww, 8(1' and B~2 
can be obtained from references l.and 4. The elements of the Awx 
and Bw can be obtained from equation (5) and references 9 and 10. 
Defining Ii composite wind vector 
W A (WT WT)T 
.. g s (8) 
the wind vectox: w defined in equation. (1) can be expressed as 
W" [c .. cw.] !:: I (9) 
where [CWg Cws ] is an appropriate transformation matrix (ref. 3). 
The :oteady winds, the wi.nd! shears. and the gusts can now be included 
in the system equations (la) to (l~). 
The complete system equations. with the inclusion of the wind :node I , 
can now be. expressed in the standf.rd state variable form a8 
1;. 
A DC DC 
:./ B 0 0 0 )t11 wg vs D 0 A 0 + 0 u + 0 Wd +. B~l 0 ~2~ ww 
~ Ws A 0 0 Ws ) 0 B 0 n~2 w:'! w 
9 
or 
., 
;: .. J; x + B u + ~ W d + BF; t (10) 
! 
I I ,DEatVAT'ON OF THE CONTROL LAW 
ltt is now possible to undert.lke the desi~n (If the optiml'li control 
I 
I 
for the above problem by invoking the separ. ation theorem in the usual 
i 
mannel:. '),'he general approach to study the flare performance (refs. I, 
law 
2, 
8) is briefly as fo!lows. The longitudinal equations of motion of the 
aircrllft (eq. (10»), which are perturbations about the nominal glide slope 
traje4:tory, are discretized (ref. 11). The constant gain, state feedback 
• I . 
opt1mlll control law, designed in a manner described below, is incorporated 
I I 
into Ithe system equations, and the systeM is expressed as a deterministic 
, 
.:l<.'sed-Ioop system. The difterence between the initial glide slnpe and the 
desind tou::hdown conditions is supplied as initial condition xo' and 
the time response of the determini~tic closed-loop system is simulated on a 
digit.al cqmputer (refs. 8, 9, 12). 
i 
'The ~omplete system equations for the augmented system can be 
; 
expressed \ in discretized form as (refs. 8:"10): 
( 11) \::1 J. ~111 :J )::.1 + [:J 
Th I • I • l.. 1 I f h' b e ?pt1ma t1me-:1nvar1ant contro aw or t 1S system can now e 
computed rSing the met~od described in references 13 to 15. The control 
law can b.~ expressed ~s 
.j i 
u2k i H11 ~ + H12!u1k 
i 
! 
i 
I 
I 
I , 
H11xk + HI~ (Uk + W) 
I 
I 
I + .... _ .. 
( 
I 
1 
! 
" 
I 
I ) 
1 } 
, 
10 
f· 
t , Substituting for 
fiT • time interval 
(13) 
The init ial condition Uo CQn be obtained from the expression for thl! 
minimum performance index (ref. 16) as 
-1 T 
Uo • (P22 P12 Xo + W) 
where (14) 
r" .,,] P • T P22 P12 
is the steady-stllte solution of the Riccati equation. This matrix is 
alr'IHldy ol:tained durin$t computation of the constant, stllte fee\\back gain 
matrix above. 
Substituting the above control law, the original system equations can 
now be 801veJ by simulation on a digital comp"ter a8 uSIIsl. 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONTROL I~W 
Introduction 
In this section, two methods of implementin~ the digital, state fee~­
bact" optimal control law derived in the previous section are discllssed 
bdj!fly. Their relative advantages and disadvantages are discllssed und~r 
"Conclusiontl." 
Forced-Re~ulator Method 
The dichotomy of this method of implementation can be described a8 
fo1 'ows. I\y runnin~ II few- trial simulat ions, the values of the rates of 
11 
I 
I 
I 
throttle and elevator are found which will flare the airplane from the 
nominal glide slope (-3- il\ the present case) to an acceptable touchdown 
condition in the absence of any winds. either gusts or shears. nle values 
of these ramps on the throttle and elevator are now stored and forced on 
the airp"lane (in an open-loop manner) even WhCfi it is flaring through is 
gilven wind shear field. However, the perturbations in the state variables 
fl~om the baseline no-winds trajecto\.·y due to the effect of the wind shears 
are now used to close the loop and generate an additional control using the 
c1ontrol law derived in the previous section. The total control therefore 
cor.sists of two parts: (1) the open-loop ramps (Le. valllcs of the ratcs of 
throttle and elevator) derived for the no-wi.nd flare pertornlance and (2) 
the state feedback, optimal control law designed to drive the deviations 
from the baseline no-wind trajectory to zero. The two parts are added 
~llgebraically to yield the total control required. The particular 
IltrUc.ture of the controller leads to the name "Forced-Regulator Method." 
Regulator Method 
The concept of this method is very simple. The differences between 
the ternlinal (touchdown) conditions and the initial glide slope are 
supplied as the initial conditions for the optimal, state feedback control 
law derived in the previou!l section. The t.ernlinal conditions used could be 
either those on an equilibrium trajectory with sink rate of 0.61 m/3 (2 
ft/s) or any desired touchdown conditions. The latter case was extensively 
studied in previous works of the author (refs. 8-10, 12). 
A few runs were simulated using the terminal conditions on an 
equilibrium trajectory with a sink rate of 0.61 m/s (2 ft/s) to derive the 
initial conditions for generating the closed-loop control law, but the 
reF Ilts were found to be very unsatisfactory, and so are not presented 
here. The disadvantages are discussed in detail under "Conclusion"s." 
RESULTS 
In this section the performance of the discrete, optimal control law 
implemented using the Forced-Re~ulator Method described in the previous 
12 
I 
I 
I 
se~tion is evaluated. 
73~ research aircraft 
TIle plant dynamics used are those of the TeV Boeing-
at NASA/LaRC. The aircraft 1s assumed to be on a 3° 
I ' glide slope when the flare maneuver 
i 
is in1.t!ated at a s(>E'cified height. 
Si~ultaneo\1sly, the aircraft enters one of the example shear profiles 
tabulated in table 1. 
I I Note that, even though an optimal feedback gain matrix was computed 
i ' for, each case, for. purposes of simplicity in onboard implementation of the 
I 
co~trol law, it was decided to compute only one gain setting for the shear 
i 
profile A, and to use the same setting for all the cases sImulated. This 
I . 
procedure would eliminate the need for changing the gain setting onboard 
i 
the: aircraft, each time a different shear profile is encountered by the 
aircraft. The time response curves presented indicate the performance of 
the; Forced-Regulator Method of implemental:ion of the control law described 
earlier. 
j l I After a few initial trial Simulation", it was found that, in the 
absence of any winds, ramping back the elevator at the rate of 0.7835 degls 
and the throttle at the rate of 4.193 deals yielded a very satisflctory 
I 
flalre performance (fig. 2). Touchdown occurred at 6.2 s at a horizontal 
di~tanc~ of 393~ 8 lU (1,292 ft). The sink rate at touchdown was 0.67 mIG 
i ' 
(2.186 ft/s) and the pitch attitude was 2.662°. The value of the thrllst 
I ' 
was reduced to 10,822 N (2,433 lb). It WIlS noted, however, that the value I ' 
of !the sink rate at touchd'lwn was very sensitive to the comand "ate of the 
. i el~vator. ! I With th~ f~are trajectory thus obtained by forcing the ramps on the 
el~vator and th~ throttle as a nominal or baseline trajectory, a wind shear i i fl~ld of profile A (table 1) was forced on the airplane. The state feed-
I : 
bajk optimal co~trol law was activated to generate an additional control to 
null the deviations of the aircraft from the nominal trajectory (fig. 2). 
! ; 
Figures 3a to 3~ show the flare performance as the aircraft flew through 
I ' th~ shear profile A. The touchdown occurred at 6.1 s at a horizontal 
di~tance of 38117 m (1.272 ft) from the initiation of the flare maneuver, 
, \ 
at;a pitch attitude of 4.387~. The sink rate at the touchdown was 0.66 mls 
I i (2.:163 ft/s) anr' the flare was initiated at 15. S4 m (S 1 f t) above ground 
le~el. 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
, '-~"'--'----1 
I 
I 
I 
i 
1 
I 
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Table 1. Inertial Wind Profiles Simulated. 
Profile ~d Parameters 
A Tailwind increasing at 10 kn/30.48 m (100 fc) 
Downdraft increasing at 2 kn/30.48 m (100 ft) 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
Headwind increasing at 10 kn/30.48 m (100 ft) 
Updraft increaSing at 2 kn/30.48 m (l00· ft) 
Headwind increasing at 10 kn/30.48 m (100 ft) 
Downdraft increasing at 2 kn/30.48 m (100 ft) 
Headwind increasing ht 5 kn/30.48 m (100 ft) 
Updraft increaSing at 2 kn/30 .. 48 m (loa ft) 
'ra:Llwind increasing at 5 kn/30.48 ra (l00 ft) 
DOImdraft increasing at 2 kn/30.48 m (l00 ft) 
Tailwind increasing at 15 kn/30.48 m (100 ft) 
Downdraft increasing at 2 kn/30.48 m (100 fe) 
Headwind increasing at 15 kn/30.48 m (100 ft) 
Updraft increasing at 2 kn/30.48 m (100 ft) 
He&dind increasing at 15 kn/30.48 m (100 ft) 
UpJraft increasing at 5 kn/30.48 m (100 ft) 
14 
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Figure'3b shows that the cngines were throttled down to reduce the 
thrust at touchdown to 10,924 N (2,456 lb). The elevator asswned a negll-
r.ive value to provide the necessary pitch-up attitude. 
Figure 3c shows the velocity components of the wind at the wing und 
t:ho~e felt by the wing. 
Figures 4a to 4c demonstrate the flare maneuver performed by the a1r-
c:raft entering into a wind profile B. Ie is again noted that, when gener-
~LUng the closed-loop control law for the shear profiles B through H, the 
(lpUmal gain matrix computed for the shear profile A is used 1n all the 
(:asos, even though, in each case, the optimal gain matrix was computed and 
found to be significantly different for each case. 
It is clear that the reverse of the shear in both the horizontal and 
t,he vertical wind velocity components had a significant effect on the 
elevator history. The touchdown occurred at 6.0 s at a distance of 381.3 m 
(1,251 ft) from the initiation of the flare. The pitch attitude at 
touchdown was 1.404°, the 1Iink rate was 0.607 m/s (1.992 !tis). and the 
thrust was 10,644 N (2,393 Ib). It is found that the flare would have to 
be initiated at 14.66 m (48.1 ft). 
Figures Sa to 5c indicate the flare performance when the aircraft 
entered the wind profile C. The touchdown occurred at 6.1 s at a distance 
of 386.~ m (1,269 ft). At touchdown the ai:~raft had a pitch attitude of 
2.513°, a sink rate of 0.658 m/s (2.162 ft/fJ) and a thrust value of .i.2,557 
N (2,823 Ib). The flare was initiated from an altitude of 15.21 m (49.9 
ft). 
Figures 6a to 6c indi.ca~e the flare performance when the aircraft 
elncountered tht: shear profile D. The touchdown occurred at b.O s at a 
distance of 381.6 m 0,252 ft). The aircraft landed with a pitch attitude 
of 1.727°, a sink rate of 0.658 m/s (2.162 ft/s), and a thrust value of 
111;),244 N (2,303 lb). The flare was initiated at an altitude of 14.78 m 
('~8. 5 ft). 
Figures 7a to 7c illustrate the performance of the aircraft when it 
flared through the wind profile E. The tou~hdown occurred at 6.3 s at a 
d:Lstance of 399.9 m (1,312 ft). At touchdown the alr~raft had a pitch 
attitude of 3.841°. a sink rate of 0.668 m/s (2.194 ft/s). and a thrust 
v~llue of 10,951 N (2.462 Ib). The flare was init lated at an altitude "f 
15.69 m (51.5 ft). 
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FiJurcs 8 to 10 illustrate the flare performance of the aircraft when 
it encountered a fairly severe shear of !15 kn/30.48 m (100 ft) in the 
horizontal wind velocity. Presently, this is very near the maximum value 
of shear in the horizontal wind component in which the aircraft are allo\~ed 
I 
to lit tempt landing. 
FiRures 8a to 8c show the flare performance of the aircraft when it 
encclunt~red the shear profile F. The touchdowll occurred at 5.9 s at a 
distance of 315.5 m(1,232 ft). At touchdown the &ircraft hr.d a pitch 
i 
attitude of 4.889° ,a sink rate of 0.641 m/s (2.125 ft/G). and a thrust 
I 
value o~ 10,319 N (2,320 Ib). The flare was initiated at a height of 
. , 
15.:38 m; (50.45 ft). j 
Fi~ures 9a to 9c show the performance in the presence of wind profile 
I • 
G. The; touchdown occurred at 5.9 s at a distance of 315.2 m 0,231 ft). 
The aircraft had a pitch attitude of 1.096·, a sink rate of 0.61 m/s (2.201 
i 
ft/s), :and a thrustivalue of 11,405 N (2,564 Ib) when it touched down. The 
flare had to be initiated aC an altitude of 14.49 m (41.55 ft). 
I 
Fi;gures lOa to; 10c illustrate the flare performance of the aircraft 
\oIhen it.
1 
encountered' the shear profile H. In chis case, the aircraft 
i . 
enc:ountered an increasinf( headwind of 15 kn/30.48 m (100 ft) and an 
inc:reasing updraft of 5 kn/30 .48 m 000 ft>. This was the most severe 
sh«!ar' profile simul'ated in the present work. The touchdown occurred at 5.R 
SIlt a l distance of 1369.4 m 0,212 ft). At touchdown, the aircraft had a 
i 
pil:ch ~ttitude of 0;.2986· (which is barely sufficient to avoid a nose-wheel 
landin,), a sink r~te of 0.619 m/s (2.221 ft/s), and a thrust value of 
9,:851 N (2,216 1b).j Because of the extra lift available from the headwind-
1 
uplliraft combinatiori, the aircraft needed to be flared from a much lower I i 
attitude of 14.1 ml(46.25 ft). 
rhus, it is s~en that even with the use of a single gain setting 
(compu1ted for the shear profile A), the forced-regulator method of 
implem~nting the chntrol law tends to generate a satisfactory flare 
; \ 
tt'8je~tory in the presence of widely different wind shear conditions. 
I 
r 
CONCLUSIONS 
I· 
trom 
I 
the time; response curves presented in the previous sect ion for 
the different 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
shear rrofi les considered, it is clear that the forced-
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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regulator method of impleloonting the control law developed in an earlier 
section is quite capable of performing the required flare maneuvers in the 
presence of widely differing shear conditions. 
It is noted that. in spite of using a single gain setting (computed 
for the wind shear profile A) for all the cnses. three of the touchdown 
conditions. viz the time required for touchdown after initiation of the 
flare. the distance traveled to touchdown. nnd the thrust value at 
touchdown. were found to be relatively insensitive to the wind conditions. 
1be time required to touch down varied from 5.8 s to 6.3 s. The horizontal 
dlistance required to touch down varied fronl 369.4 m (1,212 ft) to 399.9 m 
0.312 ft) - a dispersion of .±15.2 m (50 ft). which is considered extremely 
good for the widely differing wind shear conditions studied. The thrust 
value at touchdown varied from a minimum of 9.857 N (2.216 lb) to a maximum 
of If.557 N (2.823 Ib). 
Two variables. the pitch attitude at touchdown and the altitude at 
"'hich the flare should be initiated [to obtain a sink rate of appro:<imately 
O.64:!:. 0.04 mls (2.1:!:. 0.12 ft/s) at touchdown]. were found to be sensitive 
t:o the wind shear profiles encountered. '!be value of the pitch attitude at 
touchdown varied from one barely sufficient to a'''id nosewheel landing 
(0.2896°) to a very robust pitchup (4.889°). It was found that the 
'Iircraft landed with a lower pitch attitude than the no-wind condition 
~[f1g. 2) for a headwind and a higher attitude for a tailwind. This type of 
behavior is to be expected because of the relative gain (loss) of lift from 
I:he resulting headwind (tailwind) for the same pitch attitude. 
The altitude at which the flare should be initiated to achieve a sf.nk 
r.ate of approximately 0.64 mls (2.1 ft/s) at touchdown also showed some 
variation. The minimum value of this altitude was 14.1 m (46.25 ft) and 
t.he maxim~ value was 15.7 m (51.54 ft). While this disperSion in the 
~lltitude may not be too great. it is considerd to be a disadvantage. For 
practical purposes. it would be of great convenience to the pilot (or the 
~lutopilot) to initiate the flare maneuver every time from the same decision 
~lltltude, instead of differing decision altitudes for different wind 
I:ondltlons. 
During the course of this project. the author has reported extensive 
IJtudies of many different types of control laws (refs. 1. 2. 8-10. 12). 
lbe types of control, laws studied varied from time-varying gain to constant 
17 
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gain type, in the abs~nce of any winds to the inclusion of a new wind shear 
model developed by the author (ref. 10), and from the open-loop type of 
control law, and the pure regulator type control law to the forced-
regulator type of implementat ion discussed ill the present report. 11\e 
forced-regulator method of :Unplementation of: the control law was considered 
to have the following advantages: 
(1)' It was easy to come up with a baseline flare trajectory (in the 
absence of any winds) by imposing two open-loop ramps on the elevator and 
throttle. 
(2) The additional control could be generated by feeding back the 
difference between states due to the winds encountered and the states due 
to no wind conditions. 
(3) Most of the conditions at touchdown (except the pitch and the 
d.ecision height from whi~h flare would be initiated) ,:ere found to be 
insensitive to the widely differing wind shears simulated. This was 
observed in spite of the fact that a single gain-setting was used for all 
the cases. 
The disadvantages of this method of implementation were mainly 
twofold: 
(1) Tile baseline trajectory in the absence of any winds was found to 
be extremely sensitive to the rate at which the elevator was commanded. A 
very small difference in the command rate resulted in either no touchdown 
(with even a slight rate of climb achieved) within the duration of time for 
",hich the simulations were performed or a very hard touchdown, bot!' of 
"mich are generally unacceptable. 
(2) It is required to select slightly different decision altitudes 
(to initiate the flare maneuver) for different wind profiles. 
The pure regulator type of implementation of the control law was also 
~Itudied extensively by the author (refs. 8-10) and was found to have a 
dngle, but very important disadvantage - an initial increase in the sink 
J:ate of the aircraft before it decreased to the desired touchdown value. 
It was determined that this signifi..::ant increase in the sink rate was 
!lolely due to the way in which the initial conditions were described for 
that problem. The large arror in the glide'-slope trajectory and the 
Us 
:;;~.,,:,~.t,I';~~~~i'-~~,,::::~:-:;:~;==..::r~:tt "";t~,",.\~.>i!~!!:~!!,:!!~~f~~~.::-:o~~_~~_ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
f'hallow; trajectory (either trimmed or otherwise) at the desirl'd touchdown 
sink rate introduced highly transient behavior in the perturbed trajectory, 
and this was responsible for the significant reversal in the sink rate in 
I 
the initial stage. 
Fr~m the exten~ive study of the different types of control laws fpr 
performing the flare maneuver in the presence of winds, it is evident that 
much work is needed 'in the area of developing insensitive control laws to 
solve this very difficult problem. l-'urther work is also needed to conduct 
I 
online ,estimation of the wind parameters and to reduce the sensitivity of 
the tl'\lchdown parameters to the differing wind conditions. The results of 
implementing the various types of control laws reported in the present work 
i 
alelng with that reported in the references should form a base for further 
wOl~k in solving this very important problem. 
i 
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SiJbscripts: e" parallel to inertial or earth-fixed 
frame 
b - body fixed frame 
s = stability frame 
All angles are positive counterclockwise. 
V - True Air Speed 
as 
Figure 1. Coordinate frame ~nd flight geometrY. 
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Figure 5b. Flare response: thrust. throttle. and elevator; wind profile C. 
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Figure 6b. Flare response: thrust. throttle, and elevator; wind profile D. 
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Figure 8b. Flare response: thrust, throttle. and elevator; wind profile F. 
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